Chronological Notes by Worp, K.A. & Sijpesteijn, P.J.
C H R O N O L O G I C A L NOTES
(1 ) BGU II 586
In line 29 of this papyrus the date is given. Unluckily the beginning of this line is
missing and only £ ca.8 ]oiç UHOTOLC [TO Ts]Tap-rov is preserved. In BL I p.54 the
papyrus is dated to A.0.302 because G.PIaumann proposed to restore at the beginning
of line 29 [OùaAepîfctç. ' He thought that we were dealing with the fourth consulate
of C.Flavius Valerius Constantius Caesar and Galerius Valerius Maximianus Caesar. This
form of the titles of Constantius Caesar and Maximianus Caesar as consuls would be
2)
unique. In the other years in which these Caesars function as consuls their titles are
as follows: ot KOpioi f|jûv KUVCTOVTIOÇ not Ma£iu.iavoç o' èirupavécraTOi Kaîaa-
3)peç. It is a well-known fact there was a short-lived era TOÎÇ anoSeixdr|OOu,Evois/
Èöo|a£voic/pÉAAouöi.v uirâroiç starting in A.D.322 and ending in A.D.324. The pa-
pyrus under review is another document from this era. At the beginning of line 29 one
has to supplement [TOÎÇ laOu.év]oiç (the limited space available excludes a restoration
CTOÎÇ avo6eix9r|oOMÉv]oiç which is also excluded because we are in the fourth year of
this era [cf. ZPE 10, 1973, 124]}. The papyrus dates, therefore, from A.D.324. At the
beginning of line 30 the month and the day are irretrievably lost in the lacuna.
1) F.Preisigke, Wärterbuch III, Abschnitt 3 lists: [Oùa\épi]oc TO 6'.
2) 1st consulship: A.D.294; 3rd consulship: A.D.300; 5th consulship: A.D.305 (till
1.5.305 as Caesares). Cf. A.Dégrossi, I fasti consolari dell'impero romano, Roma, 1952,
pp.76/7.
3) It is irrelevant that P.Panop.Beatty 2,59 and P.Cairo Isid. 41,20 have Sedvorai
instead of ttûpioi. R.A.Coles was so kind to check the first line of P.Oxy.VI 891 and
he confirmed our proposal that the first line reads: [Ènù ulncrruv TÛV KUpCuv f)ju[v]
(the same correction was independently made by J.R.Rea who will pubfish ft in P.Oxy.
XLVI 3297,1 note [in the press]). P.Oxy.VI 889 has to be dated to A.D.324 (cf. J.D.
Thomas, An Unrecognized Edict of Constantine [P.Oxy.889], Ancient Society 7, 1976,
pp.SOlff.). P.L.Bat.II 5 has to be dated to A.D.304 (cf. P.Theon., p.121. This papy-
rus, enlarged by a recently found piece, will be republished by E.Boswinkel).
4) Cf. L.C.Youtie - D.Hagedom - H.C.Youtie, Urkunden aus Panopolis 111, ZPE 10,
1973, pp.!21ff. Another example of Trj Seurépa au.oißTJ is found in P.Vindob.Gr.lnv.
N0.15494A, published by us in Aegyprus LVI, 1976, p!44 and Inv.No. 15014, to be
published by K.A.Worp.
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( 2 ) P.Cairo Inv .No .10517
This papyrus was together with other ones published by us in ZPE 20, 1976, pp.160-
161. ' In lines 4-8, titles not formerly attested for KUVOTOVTIVOC and the two Caesars
appeared: [ ca.15 TÛV] | SEOÏTOTÛV f^ûv <a>viHrÏTlijv KuvoYavrCvou xrX. We changed
the reading vimrr[ to <e>viMtrr[ because we were not aware of the occurrence in any
papyrus published so far of viHiyrrjç as an imperial title and because we were thinking
of the well-attested formula ot Ta navra VIHÜVTCC. / ot avLHrrroi ßaoiXetc. In his
aforementioned article (cf. note 3) J.D.Thomas connected viKnrfjc which appears in P.
Oxy.VI 889,2 with Constantine, exactly the emperor by whom in the papyrus under dis-
cussion the oath is sworn. He accepts the suggestion made by A.Chastagnol that Con-
stantine first took the title victor = viMnrfjc. after his final victory over Licinius on 24
September 324 A.D. If, as methodologically we should do, we take the reading of the
o\
papyrus at face value, we have to read TÜV] 1 Seoioruv fyûv vimrrlfiv KUVOTOVTÎ-
vou nrX. The very unusual order of vixrrruv could be explained by the influence of the
formula ot oecttórai fuûv ot âvCxnTOL ßadiXetc which appears in this position (cf. E.
9)
Seidl, Der Eid im römisch-ägyptischen Provinzialrecht II, München, 1935, p.6).
5) Read in note on line 4 of text no.l ifr) instead of L [8; read in note on line 1
of text no.2 rEpfjvu; add to note on line 8 of the same text a reference to CdE XXVII,
1952, p. 167, note 2; text no.3 has to be dated to A.D.334/5.
6) LSJ9 cite only one inscription in which viKnrifc is used of the emperor Julian.
Cf. P.KneissI, Die Siegestitolatur der römischen Kaiser, Göttingen, 1969, p. 174 for the
use of Victor etc. in Latin versions of the titles of the emperors.
7) A.Chastagnol, Un gouverneur Constantinien de Tripolitaine: Laenatius Romulus,
Praeses en 324-326, Latomus XXV, 1966, pp.539ff.
8) The reading viMnrfoü is not to be excluded. In our opinion the plural is to be
preferred under influence of the formula ol TO «ÓVTO VIMÛVTCC, (öl avtHrn-oi) ßoöiXetc.
This would imply that the Caesars, too, got the epitheton automatically. Cf. also T.D.
Barnes, Three Imperial Edicts, ZPE 21, 1976, 275ff., esp.pp.279ff.
9) J.D.Thomas (letter d.d.14.12.1976) thinks it almost certain that in line 6 part
of the lacuna at the end of the line was filled by TÛV Eutûv OÙTOÛ (the same in line 7
of text no.4 in the lacuna at the beginning of the line). We agree with him and think
that in view of the length of the lacuna it is probable that an adjective stood between
TÛV and utûv (cf. E. de Ruggiero, Dizionario epigrafico di ontichita Romano, Roma,
1961, II 1, pp.655ff.).
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( 3 ) SPP VIII 854
This receipt is dated by its editor to «au(Evu)8 n, 8 ÎVO(I.XTÎOVOÇ) âp(xîj) T(?JÇ) aô-
T(f)ç) [îv6(ncrCovoç). Whether the "Constantinopolite" indiction (starting the 1st of
September) or (more probable) the Egyptian indiction (starting at the beginning of the
month Pachon) is involved, under no circumstance is it likely to speak in Phamenoth
(February - March) of the àpxn °f an indiction. On a photograph kindly provided by
our colleagues from Vienna we clearly read at the end of line 3 (t>ofi(evu)6 n 9 iv8(in-
TÎOVOÇ) ({mèp) T(FJC) aÙT(rjç) [. A similar expression can be found in SPP III 294,3.
( 4 ) P . L . B a t . XI 13
In lines 12-13 of this papyrus (a loan of wheat) the editor reads: -rpc eùruxouoT)ç
l»<i>ouö(r|s) t S" KOÎ çS~ ß S~ véaç îv8inrtovoç. Naturally, the reading fw<i>-
oûo(r)ç) is very disturbing, and a check of the original revealed that the papyrus really
has: Tr]ç eÙT»xoo«n,ç ITOUÇ i S" not ç S" ß S" véaç îvSiMTÎuvoç. We think that the
scribe mixed things up and wanted to date the repayment of the loan after both the
regnal years of the reigning emperors and after the indiction. This is a phenomenon
which occurs more often in IVth century documents. The papyrus is dated by the
consulate of Domitius Modesrus and Flavius Arintheus = A.D.372. The second indiction
mentioned in line 13 is the coming indiction which runs from A.D.373 till A.D.374.
A.D.372/3 is the 10th regnal year of the emperors Valentinianus I and Valens and the
6th year of Gratianus Augustus. What the scribe should have written is: TOÙ eid-
IÓVTOC ÊTOUÇ i S" xaî ç S" -rrjç EUTUXOÛOTK ß S" véaç IvSiKrCuvoç..
10) A full treatment of the indictions as used in Egypt can be expected in the near
future in a book by R.S.Bagnall and K.A.Worp.
11) Z. M. Packman, Aurélia Tetaue is Revisited, or the Meaning of Price in Contracts
of Sale on Delivery, CdE L, 1975, is, to say the least, very careless when she renders
(p.287) the reading of the papyrus as TOO eÙTuxJBç èiriovTOç - - Jfrouc véoç tvßtMrCovoc.
12) P.Oxy.VII 1041; PSI X 1108; SB IV 7445; BGU III 938. We will deal with these
texts in a forthcoming article.
13) Actually the 7th year. Grationus becomes Augustus on 24.8.367 A.D. His first
year in r^ypt should, therefore, run from 24.8. till 30.8.367 A.D. It seems, however,
that this short period was not calculated as a full year.
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{ 5 ) PSI I 60 and P . A p o l l . A n o 17
In line 5 of the PSI papyrus we read: ÛHOTLOÇ TOO OÙTOÛ euäcß(eoTarou) f|iûv 6eo-
W(OTOU) ETOUÇ iy <t>ocjipi ï lv6(ixrCovoç) îo"". According to the editor the date of this
papyrus is 10.10.595 A.D. The editor probably took the number of the year instead of
the one of the day of the month. The exact date of this papyrus is 8.10.595 A.D. (A.
D. 595/6 being a leap year). A similar mistake is made by the editor of P.Apoll.Ano
17. In line 7 we read the date of this papyrus: 4>a|i(evù)9 f tv6(ntrCovoç) e which is
i
27.2.707 A.D. Taking the 9th of Phamenoth the editor arrives wrongly at 5. 3. 707 A.D.
( 6 ) P . O x y . X L I I I 3127
In this papyrus published by J.R.Rea there appears (lines 10-11) o SiaOr|iÓTaToc
xaOoXiKÔç (tXóouioc NEUEÖIOVÓC.. The papyrus, an undertaking on oath, is dated to A.
D.332; in his introduction the editor remarks: "The nomen of the rationalis, Flavius Ne-
mesianus, is new, and this is the first date known from his term of office, hitherto set
simply 'before A.D. 340'. On his career see PLRE i 621.' The editors of PLREU) used
for their reconstruction of the career of Nemesianus SB I 1005 = IGR I 1220. They over-
looked, however, that this text has been republished with important new readings by J.
Baillet, Inscriptions grecques et latines des tombeaux des rois ou Syringes à Thèbes, Le
Caire, 1926, no. 1293. Important for thé point we wont to make are the new readings in
line 2: and «aOoXiKUv naXariou and în lines 4-5: u.oyiOYpoç naî Ha8oXinôç ûv TÎfc
AîyurriaHrjç Siomrjdeuç. As there is a question in lines 4-5 of f| AîyuimaMf| 61-
ret>'"1 oCunoic the inscription has to be dated after A.D.380-38Ï. ' After several other po-
. .
0 ,;i sitions (some of them explicitly mentioned, others only generally referred to as
17)
Siopopoi vpâEeiç [line 3]) Nemesianus becomes rationalis. It is not probable that
14) Cf. for some addenda B.Baldwin, Some Addenda to the Prosopography of the
Later Roman Empire, Historic XXV, 1976, pp.UBff. and the literature cited in his foot-
notes 1 and 2.
15) On a photograph which M.L.Bierbrier of the British Museum very kindly took for
us we were able to decipher AI/um-laxifc instead of Ai/onrou as Baillet reads.
16) Cf. J. Lal Iemand, L'administration civile de l'Egypte de l'avènement de Diocté-
tien à la création du diocèse (284-382), Bruxelles, 1964, pp.55ff.
17) Cf. J.Lallemand, op.cit., pp.SOff.; N.Lewis, A New Document on the Magi-
ster Rei Privatae, JJP XV, 1965, pp.l57ff.
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the rational is Flavius Nemesianus reached this position at an early age. Aside from any
18)
reasonable estimate of life expectancy it is in our opinion excluded that 50 years
later the same person is still rationalis and we must therefore conclude that the Flavius
Nemesianus of the Oxyrhynchus text and the Nemesianus of the inscription cannot be
one and the same person.
{ 7 ) P . A n t . I I 103 and P .Geneva 32
According to the editors P.Ant.II 103 starts with -\~f>venïaç TOÛ aùroO £Uö£ß(eoTO-
TOU) f)|jùv SeOTÓTOu erouç 8 ânayou.évuv y îv8(iKrCovoç) 18. In their note on line 1
they state that the 14th indiction mentioned is the equivalent of the year A.D.475.
The EUoEpeararoc &e0worn£ is according to them the Emperor Zeno and they date the
papyrus 26th Augustus A.D.475. One wonders how the text can start with TOÛ OÙTOU
EUdeß(eoTOrou) ffjûv SeolrÓTOu although no emperor can have been mentioned before if
the papyrus really starts with the first line of the editors. R.A.Coles checked at our
request the papyrus and thinks it not improbable that the text is broken off at the top
(letter d.d. 21.2.1977). We are reminded of dating formulae in which both the regnal
year and the consulship of an emperor are used (e.g. P.Oxy.XVI 1892). Looking fora
second consulship of an emperor which can under these conditions be matched with a
14th indiction we arrive at the year A.D.580 as the only possibility. This is in accor-
dance with the constatation that dating after both regnal year and the consulate of an
emperor is thusfar only known from the Vlth century and later. We date this papyrus
therefore to 26.8.580 A.D. If the formula usually used for dating after Flavius Tiberius
Novus Constantin us was used in this papyrus too, about 6 lines will be lost at the top.
The same mistake is made in P.Geneva 32 which, according to the editors, starts
with "f" 'YirarCoc TOO où [TOO yaXr|VOTÓTOu] oeö&rÓTOU f|iûv rrouç rpÎTOu] (lines 1-2).
No 6eonOTr|ç has, however, been mentioned before. On the plate of the papyrus (ta-
vola XX) one can easily see that the papyrus is broken off at the top (in the upper
right-hand corner a trace of a letter of the previous line is still visible). As the text
is dated by the editors to A.D.584/5 (year 261 = 230 of the Oxyrhynchite era; line
18) On the Egyptian life expectancy cf. L.C.Youtie, P.London III 1170 and the
Strategus Julius Isidorus, ZPE 13, 1974, p. 159, footnote 18; B.Boyaval, Remarques à
propos des indications d'âges des étiquettes de momie, ZPE 18, 1975, pp.49ff. Flavius
Nemesianus, however, surely was not an Egyptian I
.
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10) we con compare the beginning of P.Oxy.VI 996. If the same formula was used in
P.Genova 32 at least 4 lines are missing at the top of the papyrus and the preserved
part will have started with ^uirarrCac TOO CJÙ[TOÛ EUöeßeOTOrou ffjûv] | oeoCnórou (ETOUÇ)
a/8, month, day, indiction].
( 8 ) Leap y e a r s
] / X - rcj ) N°* reckoning with a leap year or wrongly reckoning with a leap year is respon-
sible for a wrong date in the following papyri, the right date of which is given below:
Xa) P.Apoll.Ano 2
Xb) P.Cairo Masp.l 67087
\c) P.Cairo Masp.l 67101
Xd) P.Cairo Masp.l 67106
X e) P.Cairo Masp.lll 67302
Xf ) P.Cairo Masp.lll 67306
X g) P.Lond.lll 775 (p.279)
h) P.Lond.lll 1313 (p.256)
X i ) P.Lond.V 1687
S\) P.Lond.V 1688
^ k) P.Lond.V 1690
I) PSI VI 703
m) SB VI 9085 (inv.no. 16050)
n) P.Thead.31 I 22-24
Ko) P.Oxy.XXXIV 2715


















( 9 ) Var ious chrono log ica l m i s t a k e s
i) BGU II 690 A (= SPP VIII 1147; BGU II 690 B = SPP VIII 1148) reads in lines
1-2: Tpio<Hai)oeKaTr)c l(v)6(iHTÎovoc) 'ApâBuv. In Index III of BGU II an tv-
Sixrtuv 'Apaßuv is listed from this papyrus. This indiction does not exist. The village
'Apaßuv is meant and the index of SPP VIII lists it properly.
H) CPR V 8 is a lease of a canal bed irpôç póvov TÔ Ivtordç ETOÇ réXei 1% eu-
19) By a misprint i was left out after Qu8 in line 3.
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Oç 6" îv5iM(rCovoç) (lines 10-12). In a note on line U the editor expresses his
uneasiness at the reading TÉXei. On the photograph one can see that yevfj(u.aToc.) in-
• • w\\ • •
stead of reXei should be read (cf. e.g. P.Vindob.Salomons 8,3-4). '
Mi) In line 11 of P. Harris 78 the date is to be found: (ÊTOUÇ) pn6 cr| ïïaxùv X. As
the year 129 = 98 of the Oxyrhynchite era runs from the 1st of Thoth 452 up till the
1st of Thoth 453 A.D. this text can only be dated to 25.5.453 A.D. A similar mis-
calculation occurs in P. Harris 149: (ÊTOUC.) pH n6 iß' îv6iM(TCovoç) ïïaxùv MÇ (line 5)
can only be 21.5.444 A.D.
iv) An incorrect date, probably by misprint, occurs in the edition of P. Herrn. Rees
69. The correct date of this papyrus is 5.5.410 A.D. The same must have happened
in P.Michael.48, the correct date of which is 18.3.572 A.D. In P. Ross. Georg. Ill 52
a misprint is responsible for the fact that Phoophi 6 is rendered by October 9 instead
of (correctly) October 3. A.D. 399 in P. Herrn. Rees 52 and 53 is a misprint for A.D.
39B.21>
v) In P. Herrn. Rees 72,5 <)>a}jev]ù8 n," iß~ tv6(iirrCovoç) should be read/ restored
instead of larjjetKSr]" iß" £v6(inrCovoç).
vi) In P. Land. Ill 994 (p. 259),.? the editor reads at the end of the line: Msxeip <•
Te i ivSiH/. In a note on line 1 he comments on the appearance of reXei with a
month so early as Mecheir. A check of the plate (Greek Papyri in the British Museum,
Facsimiles III, plate 83) and of the original in London by R.S.Bagnall convince us that
the papyrus has in reality: Mexetp : ^" ï lvSin(TÎovoç).
vii) The llth regnal year of the emperor Maurice runs from 13.8.592 A.D. up till 13.8.
593 A.D.22) P.Oxy. XVIII 2202 has, therefore, to be dated to 27.3.593 A.D. and the
20) In SB III 6249,8 the comma should be placed after and not before apxrj. The
original publication has in line 2 rightly T(o-r)^p and in line 7 ïïaxùv tt£. In SB X
10517 the date should be rendered as "zwischen 683/4 und 782/3". The original editor
says so rightly (cf. BIFAO 64, 1966, p. 89). Within this period the date should corre-
spond with a 15th indiction.
21) The correct dates of SB I 5941 (= 21.9.510 A.D.); SPP I p.8 text no. 3 (= 13.
2.455 A.D.); SPP XX 140 (= 18.4.533 A.D.); SPP XX 102 (= 2.5.374 A.D.) and SPP
XIV p.4 text no. XI (= CPL 199b and c = R.Seider, Paläographie der lateinischen Pa-
pyri I, Stuttgart, 1972, no.58) (= A.D. 399) are given in F.Preisigke, Wörterbuch III
Abschnitt 3. With the last text there is, however, a problem as there is mention made
of the 14th indiction which runs from A.D. 400-401.
22) Cf. N.Lewis, On the Chronology of the Emperor Mauricius, AJPh 60, 1939,
pp.414ff.
_
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21st of Tybi in «he same regnal year in SB I 4496,5 must be 16.1.593 A.D. The first
regnal year of the emperor Heracltus runs from 5.10.610 A.D. up till 5.10.611 A.D.
Since in P.Oxy.XXIV 2420 the month Phamenoth is mentioned as part of the date, this
papyrus should be dated between 25.2. and 26.3.611 A.D. The same reasoning can be
applied to P.Ross.Georg.Ill 51 in which there is a question in the date of the month
Phamenoth in the 20th regnal year (A.D.629/30) of the same emperor. This papyrus
should, therefore, be dated between 25.2. and 26.3.630 A.D.
viii) In PSI III 191, 192, and 193 there is a question of the 242nd - 211 th year of the
Oxyrhynchite era which runs from the 1st of Thoth 565 up till the 1st of Thoth 566 A.
D. The correct date of PSI III 191 is, therefore, 5.10.565 A.D.; of 192 it is 27.10.
565 A.D. and of 193 it is 28.9.565 A.D. The correct date of PSI III 223 is 10.10.
579 A.D. because the 256th = 225th year of the Oxyrhynchite era runs from Thoth 1
579 A.D. up till Thoth 1 580 A.D. and the year A.D.579/80 is a leap year. PSI VIII
884 is dated on the 15th of Thoth of the 67th = 36th year of the Oxyrhynchite era
which corresponds with 12.9.390 A.D. Pnaophi 18 corresponds with October 15 and the
correct date of PSI IX 1074 is 15.10.400 A.D.23)
ix) PSI X 1108 is dated to Thoth 5 in the consulship of Eucherius and Syagrius (A.
D.381). The editor, however, dates the text to 29.8.381 A.D. on the supposition that
the writer intended ©u6 a (sicl) instead of 336 e as stands on the papyrus (PSI X, p.
XV and BL VI p. 184). The editor of P.Oxy. VIII 1116 was more cautious and refused to sup-
plement the day-number in line 2 of the said Oxyrhynchus papyrus which is also a no-
mination to an office by the same person, albeit 18 years earlier. We see no reason
why we should not take the PSI papyrus at face value and dote the papyrus to 2.9.381
A.D. Although the nominee had to start his liturgy on the 1st of Thoth, his nomination
was proposed only on the 5th of Thoth.
x) In P.Bad.VI 173 there is, according to the editor, a question of the 12th in-
diction in lines 2 and 7 but in line 4 we read -rrfc (aurrjc) ß" IvcXiirrCovoç). The
24)
problem can easily be solved by reading in line 2 l]v (jr|vt Meöopfj v ß" IvcXixrC-
ovo;) and in line 7 tfrouipt i ß~ ïvSfittrCovoc).
23) In the text the date is given as 15.9.400 A.D. but in Index IV as 16.9.400
A.D.I
24) The editor (note on line 6) thought it improbable that we should read e]v
Medopfi t. Cf., however, e.g. SPP III 326,6.
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xi) E. H. Käse, A Papyrus Roll in the Princeton Collection, Princeton 1933, has
shown that the 6th consulate of Licinius and the 2nd consulate of Licinius Caesar fell
in A. 0.321. The correct date of SPP XX 79 is therefore A.D. 321. The same applies
to P. Got. 6 and SB VI 9544. ' The correct date of these two papyri is respectively:
10.3.321 A.D. and 24.8.321 A.D.
OZ\
xii) The consulate of Flavius Consrantius and Constans in SPP XX 90 is that of
the private persons who held that office in A.D.414, not of the emperors Constantinus
(3rd time) and Constans (2nd time) in A.D. 342, as the editor dates it. The date to A.
D.414 is confirmed by the mention in lines 11/12 of |jf)v 'ETEÎÇ TOÛ IVEOTÛTOÇ ÊTOUÇ
TeOöapEöHcu6exÓTr|c IV&LKTÎOVOÇ for only the 14th indiction running from A.D. 415-
A.D.41Ó corresponds with the year after a consulate of Constantius and Constans. The
correct date of this papyrus is 15.6.415 A.D.
xiii) A check of the original convinced us that we should read in line 2 of SPP XX
121 'Erie i? iß instead of 'EiOeEip uy. The date of this papyrus is 6.7.439 A.D. The
writer of this papyrus made a mistake when he wrote in line 2 Ç ÎV&IK(TLOVOÇ). He
should have written r) îv6iH(-rCovoç) (cf. lines 27, 28 and 45).
xiv) A more probable supplement in line 8 of SPP XX 126 is OEHlorric instead of
ev]orr|5 .
xv) The date of SPP XX 131 is corrected in P.Strassb.470, but because A.D. 518/9
is no leap year the correct date of this papyrus is 3.2.518 A.D.
xvi) The correct date of SPP III 338 is 9.12.716 A.D.; of P.Strassb.484: 6.6.548
A.D. and of SB VI 9596: 29.7.579 A.D.27)
xvii) Flavius Orestes and Flavius Lampadius were consuls in A.D. 530. In SPP XX
139,1 is a question of ïïao[vi] KÇ TeXei 9 îv(SiMrCovoç). The 9th indiction in this
case runs from A.D. 530 -531. As we are at the end of the indiction we must be in the
year A.D. 531. In line 1 we should, therefore, supplement Iptia -rf\v UVOTELOV xrX.
25) For this text see P. J.Sijpestetin - K. A. Worp, Lesefrüchte, ZPE 23, 1977', pp.
194f.
26) As our Vienna colleagues confirm the reading KUVCTOVT Cvou at the end of line
1 is correct. The absence of TÛV EEC**OTUV and the presence of TÛV XOU.(TPOTOTUV) con-
vince us, however, that the scribe intended to write KUVCTOVTIOU.
27) Some minor chronological mistakes (mostly misprints) in Vienna texts might be
given_here as well: read in SPP III 303,6 nr\ instead of «X; in SB VI 9283,2 ic instead
of IT (the correct date of this papyrus is 11.5.555 A.D.).
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The some has to be done in SB X 10524 dated by its editor to 8.0.531 (?). In the la-
cuna at the beginning of line 2 he supplements, however, ûiareiaç <t>X(aou iuv) 'Opé-
ÖTOU] HOL AofiiraSCou who are consuls in A.D.530. The 10th indiction mentioned in
line 3 runs from A.0.531-532. If we supplement in the lacuna at the beginning of line
2 (JETÔ Trjv uwareîav nrX. we correctly arrive at 8.6.531 A.D.
xviii) SB III 6632 has in last instance been published by E.Bemand, Inscriptions
métriques de l'Egypte gréco-romaine, Paris 1969, no. 149; but the end of the inscription
has been incorrectly rendered by Bemand. Previous editors gave the end of the inscrip-
tion os ITOUÇ AioKXnriavoO vff Me( ) t? IV&{LKTÏUVOC) ïr\. The 59th year of the
Diocletian era (= A.D.342/3), however, does not correspond to a 18th indiction! On a
photograph which M.L.Bierbrier of the British Museum very kindly took for us we read:
MexfeiTp) t5 l CÜOßi. r\. The 2nd date seems to be by another hand and probably was
added at a later point by another visitor.
xix) The grave monument published as SB IV 7318 is dated erouç AioxX(rrriavoO) TiS
= A.D.597/8. In lines 8-9 we read: urpî : 9ù6 | HO* JvS(ixTCovoc). It is curious,
though not unique, that no number of the indiction is given. A first indiction runs from
A.D.597-598 and we propose to divide as follows: ©u6 | H à îvS(iKrCovoc) = 17.9.
597 A.D.30'
xx) SB VIII 9754 is dated to 4.6.647 A.D. In line 4 we read: TfaöCvi] oexarr, S'
ÎV(SIKTÎOVOÇ). The 4th indiction in question runs from A.D.645 till A.D.646. The cor-
rect date of this papyrus is therefore 4.6.645 A.D. (reckoning with the Pachon in-
diction), one year later when a "Consrontinopolite" indiction (cf. note 10) is used.
xxi) The Christian inscription published as SB VIII 9877 was dated by the first editor
to 1.10.621 A.D. He arrived at this date by a very curious way of reasoning. Its second
editor revised the date formula in lines 10-12 and reads: lv pr||vt $0091 ii\c B" îv-
He rightly refrained from giving an exact date for this inscription. The
Mtj 28) In r̂€ot.]5 and 39; P.Rein.Il 92 and in P.Oslo II 35 there is a question of u,e-
TÔ rr)v unareCav trrX. All four texts should be dated 1 year later. When one is willing
to accept the reasoning in the introduction of P.Oxy.XVI 1984 one must either date to
A.D.538 or change the name of the consul to Flavius (Anicius) Maximus.
29} This reading has already been challenged by S.P.Goodrich, The Indiction Cycle,
unpublished Princeton dissertation, 1937, pp.l9f. Most of_his arguments are, however,
false and his proposed reading ENATH instead of ivS( ) ip has to be rejected.
30) Another, less attractive possibility is to assume haplography and to write Qu6
HO <a> ZvSdtcriovoc) = 18.9.597 A.D.
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SB prints the correct, revised version of the text but took over the wrong date of the
31)
first editor. We can go not further than dating this stone to the Byzantine period.
xxii) A check of the papyrus convinced us that it is possible to read in line 9 of
SB X 10285 (= P.L.Bat.XVII 10) frîfe irop]oûoT|ç irpórr|c îvcXiKTvovoç).
xxiii) The editor of SB XII 10766 reads lines 2-4 as follows: ènXfjpuOaç TÔV ipópov
AMI
TO« Una öè apTOMOnCou Tr|ç [IwivEHrjoeuc] awô 'Eiteùp TpCrijc Tpeiönai6eHÓT(r|c)
ivS(iKTÎovoç) | 'éuç 'Eiretcp Seurépaç TeooapeOHaioEKârqç îvS(ntrCovoç) which she
translates with: "Tu as payé entièrement le loyer de la boulangerie qui est dans fa
gestion, pour l'année qui va du 3 Epeiph de la treizième indiction au 2 Epeiph de la
quatorzième indiction." She herewith introduces an unattested meaning "year" for the
word eVivéuncnc which she supplements in the lacuna in line 3. Èiuvéunoiç is (in the
papyri) well attested with the meaning "indiction". The person who gives the receipt
is an ÈIUOHOITOÇ. If we restore e.g. [ÈHHAr)oiaç] instead of [èiuve|jrj<3Euç] there is no
problem at all. Whatever one has to restore, it certainly is not GiTiveurjofeuc],
xxiv) In the lacuna at the end of line 2 of BGU II 673 one can without hesitation
supplement: TTJ[Ç S lv6(iKTÎovoç)].
xxv) In P.Erl.67 we read in line 3 as part of the date: 0Ù9 Ï6 àpx(rj) Trjç eùru-
x(oûç) 6eHOTr|ç £v6(i.KTCovoç). The 10th indiction in question runs from A.D.591 -A.
D.592. The 19th of Thoth in this papyrus is the 17th of September (A.D.591/2 being
a leap year) and the date of this papyrus is 17.9.591 A.D. The remarks of the editor
in his note on lines 2ff. can be disregarded. In SB I 4484,3-5 we read: $X(aouCou)
Maupituou TißepCou TOO aluv(Cou) | AùroûcT(ou) ÊTOUÇ i $0091 M? [a]p(xrj) I 6e«arn,c
îvS(iKTiovoç). The 10th indiction is the same one as in the previous papyrus and the
correct date of the SB text is 25.10.591 A.D.
xxvi) Thanks to photographs sent by our colleague R.Pintaudi we are able to date
PSI III 201 and PSI VII 813 exactly. In line 4 of the latter papyrus we read (ETOUÇ)
31) Many are the mistakes made with the curve which in many cases follows a nu-
meral (cf. H.C.Youtie, The Textual Criticism of Documentary Papyri. Prolegomena2,
BICS 33, 1974, note 20 on p.20). The editors of P.Warren 7 even go so far as to com-
ment on SexórrK, i L, îvSiKOrîovoç) (line 8). The papyrus has, however, nothing
more than 5eHOTr|ç iS lv6i*(TÎovos) (cf. P.Mich.XII 649,2). In PSI X 1108,12 "il
simbolo L (= e-rouç) é ripetuto solo dopo la prima cifra" according to the editor. We
have, however, another case of a "curve" marking a numeral.
32) The papyrus has in reality
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vç" ne". We are dealing with the Oxyrhynchite era (the origin of this papyrus is
33)
therefore Oxyrhynchus). The exact date of this papyrus is 15. o. 380 A.D. In PSI III
201,5 we read: (ÉTOUÇ) HoS" ia S " y S". These years refer to the regnal years of
34)
Constantine I Augustus, Constantine II Caesar and Constantius Caesar. The exact date
of this papyrus is 7.3.327 A.D. In line 2 of the same papyrus we read: 'EpuaCou and
35)
orparrn'iur.v]. Are we dealing with the same person who in A. 0.323 was strategus of
the Oxyrhynehite nome?
xxvii) In P. Geneva 30,2 one expects the month and the day before the mention of
the indiction. On the photograph we read eVayo](ic(vuv) ç instead of Seurepou ET]OUC.
The document has to be dated to 29.8.543 A.D. This implies that line 2 began further to
37)
the right than the other lines.
xxviii) In P. Erlangen 78,1 one should restore EuwareCac. 4>X(aouCuv) KXquJevr Cvou
KTÂ. and in SB I 4821,1 *X(aouCuv) 'POU]OTIHOÙ KTÀ. In P.Grenf.l 57 there will be
place enough in the lacuna at the beginning of line 1 to supplement also one of the
usual epitheta (Xauvporarog, ÊV&OÉOTOTOÇ, vaveü<pnu,O£) of Flavius Basil ius. As Flavius
Basilius mostly has only one epitheton it is better to leave XaunooTOrou xat out in SB
VI 9292,1. The resulting supplement fits the space available in the lacuna better. The
38)name of the first consul in P. Wise. I 10 should be read as TToudaCou.
xxix) In SB VI 9592 the word-order in lines 2-3: (erouc) ß ïïap(uoûei) &jnvôç . . ]
te tv(SiKTÎovoç) is surprising. On a photograph kindly provided by our Vienna
33) Above line 1 in the middle of the papyrus a cross is still visible.
34) Cf. A.Chastagnol, La datation par années regnales égyptiennes à l'époque Con-
stantin ienne, in: Aion. Le temps chez les Romains, Paris 1970, pp. 221-238.
35) Cf. N.Lewis, Two Terminological Novelties, AJPh 81, 1960, pp.lSóf.
3ó) Cf. H.Henne, Liste des stratèges des nomes égyptiennes, Le Caire, 1935, p. 34.
37) Some minor mistakes might be corrected at the same time: the seller must be
mentioned already in line 3 because at the end of this line (jrrrpoc can be read; the
most probable supplement in line 4 is: iîfjç / ßpa&euc unjo/pópuv (or the like). The
note of the editors on this line can be disregarded; the reading of line 6 as it stands is
wrong but we cannot offer a solution; in line 11 the papyrus has Teoepuv.
38) We correct at the some time some other mistakes in P. Wise. I 10: the beginning
of line 5 should be read McnQblîou uMvaCovrCiJ (cf. ZPE l, 1967, p. 192); in line 6
the papyrus has VDUU.OÛ instead of vouoO and in line 14 yiyvopevric instead of YIVO-
fJÉvnç; in line 10 read: Step atuvSuvov Av xrX.; in line 18: eOxov instead of eoxq-
(MO); in line 20: 'AmpcD-roc. aCtuOeiç (cf. ZPE 1, 1967, 192 and BASP 13, 1976, p.82X
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colleagues we supplement/ read in lines 2-3 as follows: TOÙ aîuvîou] Aùyouorou (KOÎ)
AÙTOMp(oropoç) ÊTOUÇ . month, day] ôpxîj ie lv(6iitrîovoç) (cf. e.g. SPP XX 217,
1-2).
xxx) In P.Giss.121, the first line is entirely restored; according to the editor it con-
tained unfoTEiac) in this unexpectedly abbreviated form. The papyrus is dated to 0a-
fjEvuS HO IV&L(HTLOVOC) ty (line 5). The 13th indiction in question runs from Pachon
534 A.D. till Pachon 535 A.D. and the 21st Phamenoth is March 17, 535 A.D. This
implies that we are in the year after the 4th consulate of Justinian and that one line
more has been lost at the top of the papyrus: ["fu^TO ifp> {WOTEIOV] | [TOÛ Seouorou
n>juv] taX. The remarks concerning this papyrus in the introduction to P.Strasb.472 can
be disregarded.
xxxi) Of P.Strasb.247 only the right-hand part is preserved, and the dating formula
had to be restored by the editor. According to him we are in the 25th regnal year of
Justinian, in the 10th post-consulate of Basilius, in the month Phamenoth and in the
15th indiction. If, however, we accept the restoration in line 2 of [iréuirrou nai EÎHO-
OTOÖ then we cannot be in the 15th indiction but we have to restore in lines 3 and 9
TEooapeOHdL&EMcrrric (vSiKrCovo; (cf. BL V, p. 140). If the post-consulate of Basilius
39)
was counted according to the so-called modus victorianus we should restore in the
lacuna at the beginning of line 2 TETOprou HOÎ EÎMOOToO and the indiction in lines 3
and 9 would be the 13th. In the last case the papyrus should be dated to March 550
A.D. In P.Land.Ill 1006 (p.261) the counting of Basilius1 post-consulate must have been
according to the modus victorianus as may be seen from the combination of a 4th in-
diction and the 15th post-consulate of Basilius. The correct date of this papyrus is there-
fore 31.10.555 A.D. (cf. BL III, p.95). The same method of counting is to be found
in P.Cairo Masp.l 67108; P.Str<»b.484; P.Cairo Masp.l 6709311; P.Cairo Masp.lll
67332; P.Herrn. Rees 65.
xxxii) The correct date of PSI VII 768 is July 23, 465 A.D. The date of PSI III
242 falls between September - November 574 A.D. and that of P.Cairo Masp.l 67096
between May - November 573 A.D. (cf. BL IV, p.13). The correct date of P.Grenf.ll
85 is June 23, 537 A.D.
39) Cf. V.Grumel, Traité d'Etudes Byzantines I: La Chronologie, Paris, 1958, p.
354. E.Stein, Post-Consulat et AUTOKPATOPIA, Mélanges Bidez II, Bruxelles 1934,
p.874.
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xxxiii) In line 3 of P.Berlin Zilliacus 7 we read ûnoriaç Trjç OÙTÙV /aXnvor(rp'Oç)
TO n,. In view of other documents from Oxyrhynchus which have the same formula (P.
Oxy.l 134 IA.D.569]; P.Varsov. 30 [A.D.57I; cf. CdE 1973, pp.UOff.]; P.Oxy.l 126
EA.D.5723; P.Oxy.XVI 1992 [A.D.572]; P.Oxy.XVI 1894 [A.D.5733) we expect TO ß
instead of TO r|- The correct date of this papyrus is August 11, 574 A.D. (wrongly the
editor in his note on line 3). The evidence of the papyri proves that E.Stein went
astray in his note 4 on page 874 of his marvellous article 'Post-consulat et AYTOKPA-
TOPIA (Mél.Bidez II, Bruxelles 1934).
xxxiv) In line 2 of P.Princ.lll 154 the editors read 0Ù6 i £v6(iKrCovoc,). The intro-
duction to the papyrus seems to indicate that the iota was taken both as month date and
as indiction number. In reality the papyrus has 0Ù8 i ïv6(inrCovoc) i" . The edi-
tors are right when they state that "either the post-consular date or the year of the in-
diction is wrong." We do not, however, subscribe to their conclusion "where there is
a conflict between the two systems of dating, the indiction is usually wrong". It is our
experience that in such cases on the contrary the indiction number is mostly right.
xxxv) In P.Genova 22,8 a date after only two emperors is given according to the
editors. On tavolo XIV one can see that the papyrus has in fact ÊTOUÇ u, S up1 S" i/".
The papyrus, therefore, also dates after A.D.306/7 = the year in which Constantine I
acceded to the throne.
xxxvi) In P.Abinn.80 (= SB VI 9697) the editors read line 2 as follows: fxJeipoypo-
<fuv Tfj[ç] (aùrrjç) véaç lvSi(>rrCovoç). Cl.Wehrli has kindly examined the original for
us and on the basis of his description of what is to be seen we consider the correct
reading to be: TtjCc] .S/ véaç îv6t(HTiovoç). The numeral is not readable, but what re-
mains is certainly the sinusoidal curve plus stroke normally used to mark the numeral of
an indiction.
xxxvii) BGU XII 2205 is dated in a month the name of which is lost, at the àpxrj of the
9th indiction. The text was dated by a (now lost) regnal year of Mauricius, restored as
IVÓTOU by the editor. Since the regnal years of Mauricius ran from 13 August to 12
August (8 =A.D.589/90, 9 = A.D.590/91), it is likely that in the period of Pachon to
Mesore we are dealing with the eighth year of Mauricius, not the ninth, since most
examples of opxSi come from the period before 12 August. The restoration oyooou Is
40) The printed edition omits the diaeresis over the iota of Uv6( ) in this line and
in line 4: 'HpafSoç. In line 7 loXn,ME{vai] has been written above the line.
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therefore more likely. Something in connection with the regnal years of Mauricius is
also wrong in P.Strasb.190. If the reading Meoopr̂  [T]pi[an]àç in line 5 were right
not the 10th but the 11th regnal year of Mauricius should have been mentioned in line
4. The papyrus is at the beginning of line 5 very abraded as we could establish on a
photograph kindly provided by J.Schwartz. A reading MpCIrn. T]?JÇ, however, does
not seem excluded to us. In lines 13/14 we read: TÎJÇ irapouonç âvoEKOrn.; w(6ixTC-
ovos).
41>
xxxviii) BGU XII 2148 is dated by the consuls of A.D.466, but the month is lost.
The text is a lease which starts with the crops of the 5th new indiction (A.D.466/7).
The editor takes v£ac (line 9) to indicate that the indiction had started already and
recently, and that the date is therefore early summer. But this is not possible, as the
crop of the 5th indiction would then be already harvested or about to be harvested,
whereas leases are concluded in sufficient time to allow sowing. Instead, we must as-
sume a date very early in the year, when the crop might still be planted.
xxxix) BGU III 795 is quoted by Preisigke (WB III p.82) as evidence for an 18th
indiction. This papyrus, however, contains a date to PharmuhSi 18 of the 5th indiction;
no 18th indiction.
xl) In lines 17-18 of P.FIor.l 30 read: Tfjc euru|xoOc {iv} Ç S vfé]aç îvSuHTÎu-
(voç). The text of this papyrus needs correction elsewhere, as well, but that must wait
for another occasion. We are indebted to Dt R.Pintaudi for a photograph.
xli) From a photograph provided by Dr.R.Pintaudi we read lines 2 - 8 of P.FIor.l
103 as follows: [ . ] .. aid KUur,[c M"-]
TlOV êxOVTEÇ È[V - - - ]
4 ßouXou.e<6a> eKOudCCuc «at auSaipérut picâû-]
OaöSai irapâ ooû e[îç —err\ xpóvov a»ô TOO]
itapeXoovToç |j[r]vôç - — TÎJÇ TeTÓpTn,cJ
TfTOl OHTUHaiSeHÓTUK îvSlKTÎOVOÇ TÙÇ]
8 ûirapxoûoaç ooi o.[
6 itopeXSovToç : 2nd and/or 3rd letter corrected
In line 6, the equation has been made on the assumption that this text is to be con-
nected with the change from the indiction cycle of A.D.312 - 327 to that of A.D.
41) It seems more probable to us that uayaipâ in line 9 is not the father of the
mother of the lessee but that Aurelius Theodosius' occupation was that of a cutler.
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327 - 342, when such equations are relatively common. If this assumption is incorrect,
the number to be restored would be TpC-rric. On the former assumption, the date would
be A.D.330/1, on the latter, A.D.344/5.
xlii) In P.Ross.Georg.Ill 40,3 only Pachon or Pauni can come into consideration as
months starting TTa[ at the apxrj of the 7th indiction. The date will be in A.D.588 (in-
dict! on 7 = A.D.588/9), and the regnal year to be restored in line 2 is therefore 6.
xliii) SB V 8029 (S.G.Kopsomenos, ByzZ 37, 1937, 15ff.) is dated by the editor to
o.viii.538 A.D. In fact, this Antinoopolite text is dated by the post-consulate of Be-
lisarius and by indiction 1. The post-consulate of Belisarius is still known in the east in
April/May 538 A.D. (SB III 7201,1; after that date we find dating to the consulate of
Flavius Johannes); and indiction l (A.D.537/8), Mesore 13, would fall in A.D.537.
The evidence thus coincides to demonstrate a date of o.viii.537 A.D.
xliv) In SPP II, p.34, Wessely reads in lines 16-17 yevr|«jToç ïç rp-oi ß" véaç
îvSiKr(iûvoç), which he used as evidence of a 14-year cycle still being used in A.D.
343, the date of the document. Worp has reread the original in Vienna, and the papy-
rus actually reads tÇ, 17th, rather than ic, lath. Wessely apparently mistook the tail
of the rho in l̂Erepov in the preceding line 15 for the iota of the numeral.
xlv) If the restoration concerning P.Vindob.Salomons 8 proposed on p.203 is correct,
and the restoration of an indiction in the text is also correct, the number of this i;i-
diction should be restored as ia (A.D.322/3), since the month in which the payment
falls, Payni, 323 A.D., was certainly reckoned in the 11th, not the 12th, indiction, for
43)
the indiction did not at this time start until Thoth. '•
xlvi) The repetition of DBuo] npoaipovoO'u.Ev in lines 17/18 of P.Oxy.l 52 by [irpoo-
tp(uvouuEv) <j]c irpÓH(eiTat) is disturbing and the last two letters of this line (u,e[) are
enigmatic. As other reports of public physicians tend to have a doting-formula at their
end we propose to restore line 19 of P.Oxy.l 52 as follows: [vtareCaç rr]]ç *po»t(ei-
Mévnç) Mefoopfl .(.)] or Meljcetp .(.)].
xlvii) In line 8 of SB VI 9455 the editor reads on the papyrus: Iv (jnvu $apu.o06i
ÎV&IKTÎOVOÇ EÙT[UXOÛÇ 6eKOrn,c]. The position of euruxoO; between IV&IKTÎOVOÇ and
42) Cf. the forth-coming book by R.S.Bagnoll and K.A.Worp on the chronological
systems of the Byzantine papyri (cf. footnote 10).
43) Cf. E.H.Käse, A Papyrusroll in the Princeton Collection, Baltimore, 1933,pp.
25-31.
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the indiction number is surprising. H.Hammer who examined the original at our request
confirms our idea that the papyrus in reality has IvSurrCovoc Ivâfrrjç.
xlviii) P.Amh.ll 138 is a declaration to the stratèges by a pilot of a ship carrying
charcoal to Alexandria. The date (lines 20-22) is given by the consuls of 326. The
month and day are lost, but the editors restored them as Tybi 14. Their basis for this
was the date added at the start of the papyrus by a second hand, "21st year, Tybi 14".
Tybi 14 in the 21st year, however, fell in 9.1.327 A.D. Space does not permit the
restoration of jieTa Tfjv uwareCav in line 20. It is therefore more reasonable to suppose
that the document was written late in 320, with the docket placed early in the next
year, than to think that the scribe has by error written consulate for post-consulate.
The date in line 22 may therefore be anything up to Tybi 5 (31.12.), and as probably
no long time elapsed before the docket was added, the date falls probably in the last
week or two of 326.
xlix) On the analogy of the usual formula we expect that the first line of SB I 4796
runs as follows: [•(• ßaoiXeCJaç nat UhaTeiaç.
I) P.Jand.lnv.Nr.290 published by us in Aegyptus 56, 1976, p.27 can be exactly
dated to March 3, 489 A.D. because we have to supplement line 1 as follows: [fiera
Tr^v «»oreCav <!>X(oouCou) AoyyCvou TOÜ X]a|i¥p[pTOr]ou >rrX. In the Vth century A.D.
to which the handwriting points a 12th indiction can only correspond to the post-con-
sulate of Flavius Longinus.
li) According to the editors the scribe of P.Colt.Ness.15 made an error in the date.
44) Some minor corrections might be made at the same time: line 2 ]u xaï 'OXuja-
«Cou; line 3 TÛV yevveuTOruv; AeovTubiXißavapCuv; line 5 trpÓTn,c; line 6 B <TO>;
line 9 âpôo6[ai; line'10: there is no chrismon in front of <t>X(àouioç);1ine 11 a£]iu-
9etc.
45} Most of the corrections proposed in section 9 of this article were mode in the
course of the work of preparing a book on the chronological systems of the Byzantine
papyri, by R.S.Bagnall and K.A.Worp (cf. footnotes 10 and 42), which it is hoped
will appear in 1978. A number of the corrections are therefore to be credited to
Bognall, who was unable because of the press of other work to take part in the compo-
sition of this article. We also wish to thank the following colleagues who were so kind
as to check our proposals against the originals: R.A.Coles (Oxford); M.Fackelmann
(Vienna), A.E.Hanson (Princeton), H.Harrauer (Vienna), R.Pintaudi (Florence), J.
Schwartz (Strasbourg), J.D. Thomas (Durham), and Cl.Wehrli (Geneva). To some of them
we are also indebted for photographs. U.Hagedorn (Cologne) mode the "Verzeichnis der er-
wähnten Urkunden.
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If, however, we supplement in the lacuna at the beginning of line 1 IfJETâ Trjv uva-
retav HT\. there is no reason to blame the scribe because in that case he did not
make an error in the date. The speculations of the editors (note on line 1) about the
space taken by the initial upsilon enclosing a cross and by the abbreviation of $Xa-
ouCuv can be disregarded.
lii) The correct date of P.Oxy.XLIV 3204 is 2.1.588 A.D.
lui) SB VI 8986 has to be dated after 26.1.641 A.D. If we could be certain that
the ascension to the throne of Heraclius Novus Constantinus (on 11.2.641 A.D.) was
known in Egypt the same day (a highly improbable supposition) the text could be dated
somewhere between 26.1. and 10.2.641 A.D.
liv) The mention in line 23 of SB I 4504 of rife 0uv ffifeû)] eî<Jiouon,ç ß t[v6(inTÎ-
ovoç)] excludes the supplement IvGB(iMTiovoç) Seurépaç] in line 6. We would expect
IvKKiHTÎovoç) »pûrrjç], but if this is what the papyrus had the date given by regnal
year (18.11.613 A.D.) cannot be reconciled with that of the indiction (18.11.612 A.
D.).
Iv) CPL 230 (= P.Vindob.Lat.lnv.Nr.9) reads, according to the editor, as follows:
Dom(inis) n(ostris) Arcadio III et Honorio III perp(etuis) Aug(ustis) cos(ulibus). Accor-
ding to the fasti, however, the 3rd consulate of Honorius corresponds to the 4th
consulship of Arcadius. M. Fackelmann reexamined the papyrus at our request and af-
ter restoration one can now read on the papyrus the expected Arcadio Mil.
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